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Study hypothesis: Substantial inter-rater agreement is pre- 
sent in the labeling by paramedics of ventricular fibrillation and 
asystelic rhythms. 

Design: Prospective, cross-sectional study. 

Type of participants: One hundred five practicing paramedics 
from nonvolunteer agencies who are advanced cardiac life 
support certified. 

Methods: Five static cardiac arrest rhythm strips, classified by 
Cummins' average peak amplitude method, were arranged into 
five different orders of presentation and placed into five book- 
lets. The paramedics were instructed to label each rhythm 
ventricular fibrillation or asystole based on rhythm recognition, 
not on treatment plan. 

Results: The overall 1< value for labeling the five rhythms 
was .63, indicating a moderate degree of inter-rater agreement. 
However, as the rhythm's amplitude decreased, the amount of 
inter-rater agreement also decreased. When the amplitude was 
approximately 1 ram, agreement was no different than chance; 
the proportion of paramedics labeling the rhythm ventricular 
fibrillation was .46 (95% confidence interval, .36, .56). 0nly a 
flat line (0 mm) demonstrated perfect inter-rater agreement, 
with no paramedic labeling the rhythm ventricular fibrillation. 

Conclusion: Inter-rater agreement of ventricular fibrillation 
rhythm labeling by paramedics in this emergency medical 
services system was amplitude dependent. An analysis of 
ventricular fibrillation rhythm data that does net address the 
degree of inter-rater agreement of rhythm labeling cannot 
ensure uniform reporting of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest data, 

[Pfrrallo RG, Swor RA, Maio RF: Inter-rater agreement of 
paramedic rhythm labeling. Ann Emerg Med November 
1993;22:1684-1687.] 
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INTRODUCTION 

Many emergency medical services (EMS) systems collect, 
analyze, and report cardiac arrest data based on the label 
of the initial arrest rhythm, t-3 However, no published 
cardiac arrest study has addressed the degree of inter-rater 
agreement of that rhythm label. In the Oakland County 
(Michigan) EMS system, the paramedics label the patient's 
cardiac rhythm based on their advanced cardiac life sup- 
port (ACLS) training and indicate their interpretation on 
the prehospital care runsheet. Cardiac arrest information 
then is abstracted from the runsheet and entered into a 
data base. We believe this is a common convention in 
EMS data collection. 

If inter-rater agreement is not present in the labeling 
by a paramedic of ventricular fibrillation and asystolic 
rhythms, a significant misclassification error is introduced 
into the reporting of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest data. 
Kelsey and colleagues stated, "In the conduct of epidemio- 
logic research, measurement error is potentially a major 
problem that may invalidate the results of otherwise 
well-designed studies."4 The purpose of this study was 
to describe the amount of inter-rater agreement in rhythm 
labeling by paramedics of ventricular fibrillation and 
asystole; we hypothesized that substantial inter-rater 
agreement was present. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

One hundred five practicing paramedics from three 
nonvolunteer advanced life support (ALS) agencies in 
Oakland County, Michigan, participated in the study All 
paramedics have a minimum of 600 hours of paramedic 
training and are ACLS certified. 

Figure, 
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Five examples of cardiac arrest rhythm strips were used 
(Figure and Table 1).5, 0 Each rhythm strip was 3.5 to 
4.5 seconds in length. The rhythms were classified by 
Cummins' average peak amplitude method into three 
categories, r Each strip was photocopied, enlarged to the 
dimensions of 18.5 x 2.5 cm, and centered on a single 
piece of standard white 8 1/2 x 11 in. office paper. 

The rhythm strips were arranged into five different 
orders of presentation and placed into five booklets 
marked A through E. The booklets were stacked in a 
repeated, alphabetical order (ie, A, B, C, D, E, A, B, C, 
D, E, ...) and distributed to the paramedics on entering 
the conference room. The paramedics entered the 
conference room in no predetermined fashion and 
were not allowed to sit next to anyone with a similarly 
marked booklet. Each booklet contained the following 
instructions: The following rhythms are of five patients 
who are in cardiac arrest, pulseless, and apneic. Assume 
that all equipment is appropriately connected and func- 
tioning properly The rhythm is identical in all leads. 
You may choose only ONE of the following responses: 
asystole or ventricular fibrillation. Circle only one response. 
Once you have identified the rhythm, do not return to 
that patient. 

The paramedics were instructed to choose their 
responses based on rhythm recognition, not on treatment 
plan. They were expected to label the rhythm using their 
current, working definitions of ventricular fibrillation and 
asystole. They were told that this project was a survey, not 
a test. 

The survey was administered at each ALS agency's 
regularly scheduled fall quarterly meeting and was 
unannounced. Each paramedic was given ten minutes 
to complete the survey. The survey was proctored by the 
agency's supervisor. 

Table 1 
Classification of rhythms 

Term for Average Peak Source of Rhythm 
Strip the Rhythm* Amplitude (ram)* Strip (Reference) 

1 Medium ventricular 
fibrillation 3 to < 7 5 

2 Fine ventricuJar 
fibrillation 1 te < 3 5 

3 Fine ventricular 
fibrilFation 1 to < 3 6 

4 Asystole < I 5 
5 Asystole 0 5 

*Based on Cummins' average peak amplitude method. 7 
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An overall ~c for multiple ratings per subject was per- 
formed on the five rhythm strips, s ic also was calculated for 
selected pairs of these strips. The proportion of the number 
0frhythm strips labeled ventricular fibrillation and the 95% 
c0~fidence interval were calculated for each rhythm strip. 

RESULTS 
One hundred five paramedics were surveyed, and all of 
the paramedics answered all of the questions. 

The overall ~c value for labeling of the five rhythm 
strips was .63, indicating a moderately good degree of 
inter-rater agreement. The ~: value corresponds to the 
amount of agreement between the raters, not whether 
their answer agrees with an external gold standard. When 
two raters agree only at the chance level, ~ = O; when two 
raters agree perfectly, 1( = 1. Landis and Koch have cate- 
gorized ~: values and suggest the following corresponding 
degrees of agreement. 8 A ~c value of less than .40 suggests 
poor agreement, a s: value of .40 to .75 suggests fair to 
good agreement, and a ~c value of more than .75 suggests 
excellent agreement. In our study design, ~c characterized 
the variability of the multiple raters' answers only when 
comparing two or more rhythm strips. Therefore, only 
the most similar appearing rhythm strips were selected 
for K analysis. A ~ value cannot be calculated on a single 
rhythm strip or if the numerator is 0, as in strip 5. 

Almost-perfect inter-rater agreement was present for 
strips ] and 2 (Table 2). However, as the rhythm's ampli- 
tude decreased, the amount of inter-rater agreement also 
decreased. For strips 3 and 4, 1< equaled. ] 3, indicating 
poor agreement. When the amplitude was approximately 
i mm (strip 4), the probability of a paramedic labeling 
the rhythm ventricular fibrillation was no different than 
chance. Only a fiat line, 0 mm (strip 5), demonstrated 
perfect agreement, with no paramedic labeling the rhythm 
ventricular fibrillation. 

Table 2 
Results of paramedic rhythm labeling 

Proportion 
Labeled 

Average No. Labeled Ventricular 
Peak Ventricular No. Labeled Fibrillation 

Strip Amplitude(ram) Fibrillation Asystole (95% CI) 

1 3 to < 7 104 1 * 0.99 (.97, 1.0) ' [  
2 l t o < 3  104 1" 0 .99( .97 ,1 .0 ) ]  =1 
3 1 to < 3 85 20 0.81 (.73, .89)]. 
4 < 1 48 57 0.46 (.30, .56)J .13 
5 0 " o 105 o (0,.04) NA 
All rhythms .63 

• Notthe same individual. 

DISCUSSION 

The problem of inter-rater agreement, often discussed as 
observer error, has been recognized and well described in 
clinical medicine. Thirty years ago, Garland9 and KnoxlO 
summarized 12 investigations that examined, observer 
error in the interpretation of clinical and laboratory 
procedures. These investigations ranged from the taking 
of medical histories to the counting of erythrocytes to 
the interpretation of ECGs. Pozen and colleagues 1~ and 
Jarmon and Yesalis ~2 described the potential effect of this 
problem during prehospital care in the identification 
and treatment of arrhythmias. Our study documents that 
observer error is present in paramedics' labeling of low- 
amplitude rhythms. 

Moderately good agreement existed in the overall label- 
ing of these rhythms (~: = .63). This occurred because 
the ~: statistic is a weighted average of the positive ratings 
from each strip. The paramedics' extremely high degree of 
inter-rater agreement on strips 1, 2, and 5 was averaged 
with their poor agreement on strips 3 and 4-. This summa- 
tion drove the overall value of ~c. 

This study was not intended to nor does it document a 
lack of expertise in the paramedics' treatment of cardiac 
arrest patients. Likewise, this study's design and statistic 
did not compare the paramedics' interpretation of cardiac 
rhythms with external gold standard definitions such as 
those of Cummins and colleagues.ra 3 This study docu- 
ments a common pitfall in all research: lack of inter-rater 
agreement. 

Valenzuela and colleagues found a sixfold difference 
in survival rate from out-of-hospital cardiac arrest 
depending on the combination of case and surviva] 
definition selected. 14 Our study suggests that this number 
could be even larger. The actual effect that the lack of 
inter-rater agreement in rhythm labeling has on cardiac 
arrest outcome reporting depends on the number of near- 
I-ram-amplitude rhythms that occur in that EMS system. 
If I-ram-amplitude rhythms are common presenting 
cardiac arrest rhythms, the denominator, the number of 
cases identified as ventricular fibrillation, can vary by as 
much as 50%. If i-ram-amplitude rhythms are rare, this 
effect may be minimal. The rate of low-amplitude ventric- 
ular fibrillation cardiac arrest rhythms is unknown. Our 
paramedics were allowed only a single response, ventricu- 
lar fibrillation or asystole. This was intended to minimize 
the variability of the paramedics' answers to best fit the 
Utstein style of reporting out-of-hospital cardiac arrest 
data and increase their likelihood of agreement. 13 

Maio and Burney have shown that standard definitions 
alone do not limit inconsistencies in abstracting runsheet 
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data. ~5 The use of decision rules in addition to standard 
definitions is needed to enhance the agreement between 
individual abstractors. This implies that even the Utstein 
style definitions of ventricular fibrillation and asystole 
alone will not eliminate inconsistencies in reporting 
survival rates from out-of-hospital cardi; ,c arrest. ~3 The 
validity of the results of any retrospective analysis of 
ventricular fibrillation data that did not address the degree 
of inter-rater agreement of rhythm labeling should be 
questioned. 

This study had several limitations. The inherent loss of 
detail in enlargement and photocopying of these rhythms 
must be considered. An attempt to control for this was 
made by using the original rhythm strips for all copies. 
Although all paramedics were ACLS certified, controlling 
for further paramedic education and experience was not 
done. Also, this study used static rhythms rather than 
dynamic monitor readings. The use of dynamic monitor 
rhythms may better approximate prehospital conditions. 

CONCLUSION 

Inter-rater agreement of ventricular fibrillation rhythm 
labeling by paramedics in this EMS system was amplitude 
dependent. An analysis of ventricular fibrillation rhythm 
data that does not address the degree of inter-rater agree- 
ment of rhythm labeling cannot ensure uniform reporting 
of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest data. Studies that use 
paramedic ventricular fibrillation rhythm labeling alone, 
without verification mechanisms, may be nonreproducible 
and therefore invalid. 
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